Measurement of the emission profiles of cylindrical light diffusers using a video technique.
The uniformity of the emission profile produced by a cylindrical light diffuser is an important parameter for determining the light dose received by the target tissue during laser therapies such as photodynamic therapy (PDT) and interstitial laser photocoagulation (ILP). A technique originally used for determining the profile of a laser beam with a commercial video camera is adapted in order to measure the distribution of light from a cylindrical diffuser. The method can produce quantitative one-dimensional beam profiles in both the circumferential and axial direction of the light diffuser. The system allows the use of tissue phantoms that provide a convenient and effective method for comparing manufacturer's measurements often made in air with those to be expected in vivo. The technique is a quick and easy method for assessing light diffusers before treatment, and utilises readily available equipment that does not require specialist knowledge. Also, the response of the video camera facilitates the assessment of diffusers over a relatively broad optical spectrum, which encompasses the range of wavelengths currently used for both PDT (515-675 nm) and ILP (800-1064 nm).